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	By Model
	
		
			ApriliaTyga PerformanceParts for Aprilia
				RS125
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	RS250
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New gearbox parts
	Various Parts
	Sprockets
	Used Parts



	RSV125



	Cagiva
				Mito 125



	Suzuki
				RG125
	Suzuki RGV250The Suzuki RGV250 (Gamma) is a Suzuki high performance sport bike which had a great number of its features and design cues based on Grand Prix technologies and ideas.It is a race-replica based on Suzuki’s 250 cc GP bikes from 1987 to 1998, the RGV Gamma V-2 racer. This motorcycle replaced the RG250 Gamma, which employed an alloy frame with a two-stroke parallel twin engine.The bike produced over 50 bhp in a narrow power band between 8,000 to 11,000 rpm. The dry weight ranged between 128 kg (282 lb) (1989) to 140 kg (309 lb) (later models) dry weight. The top speed of a standard RGV250 is around 130 mph (209 km/h). It has a 0-60 mph (97 km/h) time of around 3.7 seconds.Due to its light weight, engine characteristics and cornering capabilities, it is particularly suited to the track, compared to other motorcycles of similar engine capacity. (source: Wikipedia)   Choose your model >>    VJ21 RGV250 VJ22 RGV250 VJ23 RGV250  
					RGV250 VJ21
						Bodywork and Carbon
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	RGV250 VJ22
						Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	OEM suzuki parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	Used Parts



	RGV250 VJ23



	GSX-R600/750 K6-K7
	GSX-R600/750 K8-K10
	GSX-R1000 K5-K6
	GSX-R1000 K7-K8
	GSX-R1000 K9-K10
	GSX-R1300 Hayabusa
	GSX-R1400 Hayabusa






	
			Honda
				MSX125 GROMHonda MSX125 GROM  – Choose your model   1st Generation   2nd Generation      
					MSX125 2013 - 2015
						Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	MRX
	OEM Parts
	Sprockets
	Steps
	Various Parts



	MSX125SF 2016 -2020
						Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	MRX
	OEM Parts
	Sprockets
	Steps
	Various Parts



	MSX125 2021-
						Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Various Parts






	CBR1000 2008-11
	CBR1000 2012-
	CBR125R/CBR150R 2004-10
	CBR125R/CBR150R 2011-
	CBR250R MC19
	CBR250RR MC22
	CBR250R 2011 - 15
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	CBR300R 2014-
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	CBR500R
	CBR600RR 2003- 4
	CBR600RR 2005- 6
	CBR600RR 2007- 16
	NSR500V NX6
	RS250R NF5 / NX5
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts



	RS250R NXA
	VFR400RR NC30
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts



	RVF400RR NC35
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts









	
			Honda
				NSR125 JC22 1994 - 2003
	Monkey 125 2018-
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Various Parts



	NSR150SP
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	OEM Parts
	Various Parts



	NSR250The Honda NSR250 is a race motorcycle from the Honda NSR series. It was created by Honda Racing Corporation and debuted in 1985 for the Grand Prix motorcycle racing’s 250 cc class. The 250 cc class world championship was won 8 times by riders riding the Honda NSR250: Freddie Spencer (1985),Anton Mang (1987), Sito Pons (1988, 1989), Luca Cadalora (1991, 1992), Max Biaggi (1997) and Daijiro Katoh (2001). The NSR250 was replaced by the Honda RS250RW in 2003. Honda also mass-produced a road legal Honda NSR250R. These series of two stroke motorcycles were manufactured between 1985 and 1996. (source: Wikipedia) Choose your model >>   MC18 NSR250 MC21 NSR250 MC28 NSR250   
					NSR250 MC18
						Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts






	NSR250 MC21
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts



	NSR250 MC28
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts



	CBR1000 2004-7
	VTR1000Sp1SP2
	CBR400RR NC23
	CBR400RR NC29
	CBR900RR 1992- 95
	VFR750R RC30
	VFR750F Gen, 3 90-93
	VFR750F Gen  4, 94-97
					CNC Parts
	Exhaust system replacement parts
	Exhaust systems
	Various Parts



	RC36-2 -> RC30 replica products
	RVF750 RC45
	PCX150
	Dax and Chaly
	NR750
	Hawk/Bros 400/650






	
			Kawasaki
				Ninja 400R 2018-
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	Ninja 250R 2008- 12
					Kawasaki OEM Parts



	Ninja 250R/300R 2013 -
					Kawasaki OEM Parts



	KSR110 2005- 10
	ZXR250C
	ZXR400L
	ZX10R 2011 -15
	ER6N-F 2009-11
	Z125 2016-



	KTM
				RC 125/200
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Various Parts



	RC 390
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	WSS300 Bodywork



	RC390 2022-
					Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	Duke 125/200 2012- 16
	Duke 125/200 2017 -
	Duke 390 2012-16
	Duke 390 2017 -






	
			Yamaha
				RD350LC 4L0
	TZR250 3MA
	YZF-1000 R1 2002- 6
	YZF-1000 R1 2007- 8
	YZF-1000 R1 2009- 14
	YZF-600 R6 2006- 7
	YZF-600 R6 2008- 12
	YZF-R125 2009-
	YZF-R25/R3
	V-Max 1985 - 2007



	Ducati
				Monster
	848 / 1098 / 1198
	Desmosedici RR












	By Product
	Second chance bargains
	TYGA Bodywork
	TYGA Carbon
	TYGA Exhausts
	TYGA Sprockets
	TYGA tyre warmers
	TYGA CNC Parts
	TYGA Bike covers
	PVM wheels
	LiteTek Carburettor service kits
	Tools
	Honda OEM Products
	Universal Parts
	VHM products
	Used Parts



	Project Bikes
	Technical support
	Tuning - Documentation
	PDF Part Books
	Fitting Instructions



	Our Dealers
	Contact/Info
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Tyga Europe Performance Parts provides a wide range of motorparts for your bike! 
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              Carbon kit upper cowling carbon street, KTM RC125/200/390

              

              
	
  €1,160.03






    (€1,403.64 
inc. VAT )

    



	Carbon kit upper cowling  carbon  street, KTM RC125/200/390 

This TYGA designed upper cowling kit replaces the ugly stock set up with attractive sleek styling.

As well as a cosmetic enhancement, this kit incorporates modern LED headlights with two units on dip, two on full beam and two side lights to give excellent illumination at night and visibility of your bike to other road users during the day.

In addition, the design allows for wider spacing of the rear view mirrors for great safety and lighter weight for better performance.

The components are carefully designed to reduce weight with the subframe being made from lightweight tubular aluminium alloy and the main fairing made from either carbon fiber or glass reinforced plastic for strength and lightweight. 

Note, at the moment we don’t have this part in stock. The sets are now in production and will take  about 5 weeks when we deliver the first sets.

That’s why we now offer it for  pre order  price, you get an extra discount.





	
 TYGA no: BPFS-0170

	
		SKU: ktm-10097

	
	Categories: ALL products, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Carbon, KTM, RC 125/200, RC 390, Shop
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              Tyre warmers (set) superbike

              

              
	
  €339.40 €305.74






    (€369.95 
inc. VAT )

    



	All new TYGA Tyre warmers are specifically designed to meet the needs of every racer and track day rider.

Fully adjustable, digital temperature control allows you to set your tyre temperatures to suit every situation with just a press of a button. The remote control box allows for quick and easy monitoring of temperatures.

Tyre warmers are an essential tool for any track excursion. For the racer it allows for lightening first lap action to get the jump on your competitor, and for the track day specialist there’s no more wasted laps trying to get heat into your tyres.

Another great feature is that you can refit the warmers between session and just set at a lower temperature to stop your tyres heat cycling . This gives you more tyre grip for longer, so your tyre won’t go off half way through the day.

These wamers are designed for Superbikes running the usual 120 front tyre, and 190-200 section rear tyre.

TYGA tyre warmers are designed to run on 220V, and use a C type plug. Power rating is 550W rear and 450W front.





	
 TYGA no: TWDS-0007

	
		SKU: alg-10145

	
	Categories: ALL products, CBR1000 2004-7, CBR1000 2008-11, CBR1000 2012-, CBR900RR 1992- 95, GSX-R1000 K5-K6, GSX-R1000 K7-K8, GSX-R1000 K9-K10, Honda, Kawasaki, Shop, Suzuki, Tyre warmers, VFR750R RC30, Yamaha, YZF-1000 R1 2002- 6, YZF-1000 R1 2007- 8, YZF-1000 R1 2009- 14, ZX10R 2011 -15
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              NGK sparkplug R7282-10, short

              

              
	
  €58.94






    (€71.32 
inc. VAT )

    



	NGK sparkplug R7282-10, “short” (alg-10227)

The short version of the R7376 plugs if clearance is a problem. NOTE: NGK TRS1225 cap required.

Extreme Long Life Laser Iridium Plug, 14mm Thread, 19mm (3/4″) Reach, 13/16″ (20.6mm) Hex Size, Gasket Seat, Resistor, Solid Terminal, Iridium Tipped Fine Wire Center Electrode and Platinum Tipped Ground Electrode, .020″ (0.508mm) Gap.

NGK’s Standard Plugs are Constructed for Longer Life and Optimum Performance.





	
 TYGA no: R7282-10

	
		SKU: alg-10227

	
	Categories: ALL products, Aprilia, High performance, High performance, High performance, High performance, High performance, High performance, Honda, NSR250 MC18, NSR250 MC21, NSR250 MC28, RGV250 VJ21, RGV250 VJ22, RS250, Shop, Suzuki, Various parts
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              Silencer stainless round, WSS300 (race) system, KTM RC390

              

              
	
  €406.03






    (€491.30 
inc. VAT )

    



	Set pipe Full race system WSS300 (race), KTM RC390

This full exhaust system has been conceived to meet WSS300 specifications and carefully designed to squeeze the most power out of the 390. The stainless steel headers are tapered and the sections hand- rolled and welded to give this system incredible looks as well as performance.

And with full spring mounting, fitting and removal of the exhaust is quick and simple. Ideal in a race environment.

By taking advantage of better routing under the engine, the exhaust can be made to optimize dimensions to exploit the motor’s full potential. In addition, by tucking it up through the swing arm, the exhaust does not have any clearance issues in tight bends and is kept away from side which is the most vulnerable position in the case of an accident, increasing its survivability.

The system features a primary silencer, which helps reduce the sound level without any loss of performance.

The system is also provided with a dB killer as well as a carbon heat shield and a bracket so you can mount this system on the earlier RC390 models which did not have this already on the frame, meaning this exhaust will fit all RC390 models to date.

Sound test of the full TYGA system back to back with the Akrapovic World Supersport 300 titanium pipe.

As you can see on the chart below, the sound levels (without DK) are pretty much identical between the two systems. The DK knocks about 5 decibels off everywhere.

Due to the new routing of the exhaust, it is necessary to re-route the water hoses and remove the thermostat, and we provide all the necessary hoses for this conversion. Also, due the exhaust running under the engine, the stock belly pan is not compatible and we provide some alternatives which are not included in the cost of the exhaust.

Note, this is what we describe as the ‘Street’ system. The only difference between this and the race one is the silencer is in a more out board position to clear license/Registration place when used on the street. Powerwise, it is identical to EXPS-0112





	
 TYGA no: EXSL-0174

	
		SKU: ktm-10148

	
	Categories: ALL products, Exhausts, Exhausts, KTM, RC 390, Stock list, all models
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              Carbon fork guard left, Honda Monkey 125 2018-

              

              
	
  €84.32






    (€102.03 
inc. VAT )

    



	Carbon fork guard left, Honda Monkey 125 2018-

Carbon direct replacement for original part. Lighter and looks way, way cooler!





	
 TYGA no: BPCC-7042L

	
		SKU: msx-10433

	
	Categories: ALL products, Bodywork and carbon, Honda, Monkey 125 2018-, Shop
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              Silencer stainless round, WSS300 (race) system, KTM RC390

              

              
	
  €384.78






    (€465.58 
inc. VAT )

    



	Set pipe Full race system WSS300 (race), KTM RC390

This full exhaust system has been conceived to meet WSS300 specifications and carefully designed to squeeze the most power out of the 390. The stainless steel headers are tapered and the sections hand- rolled and welded to give this system incredible looks as well as performance.

And with full spring mounting, fitting and removal of the exhaust is quick and simple. Ideal in a race environment.

By taking advantage of better routing under the engine, the exhaust can be made to optimize dimensions to exploit the motor’s full potential. In addition, by tucking it up through the swing arm, the exhaust does not have any clearance issues in tight bends and is kept away from side which is the most vulnerable position in the case of an accident, increasing its survivability.

The system features a primary silencer, which helps reduce the sound level without any loss of performance.

The system is also provided with a dB killer as well as a carbon heat shield and a bracket so you can mount this system on the earlier RC390 models which did not have this already on the frame, meaning this exhaust will fit all RC390 models to date.

Sound test of the full TYGA system back to back with the Akrapovic World Supersport 300 titanium pipe.

As you can see on the chart below, the sound levels (without DK) are pretty much identical between the two systems. The DK knocks about 5 decibels off everywhere.

Due to the new routing of the exhaust, it is necessary to re-route the water hoses and remove the thermostat, and we provide all the necessary hoses for this conversion. Also, due the exhaust running under the engine, the stock belly pan is not compatible and we provide some alternatives which are not included in the cost of the exhaust.

Note, this is what we describe as the ‘Street’ system. The only difference between this and the race one is the silencer is in a more out board position to clear license/Registration place when used on the street. Powerwise, it is identical to EXPS-0112





	
 TYGA no: EXSL-0174p

	
		SKU: ktm-10144

	
	Categories: ALL products, Exhausts, Exhausts, KTM, RC 390, Stock list, all models
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              Carbon front fender, KTM RC125/200/390

              

              
	
  €200.66






    (€242.80 
inc. VAT )

    



	This lightweight carbon front fender replaces the plastic item, reduces unsprung weight and is an easy installation.

Let your KTM RC stand out from the crowd this beautiful carbon product.

KTM powerpart!

Weights aprox. 300 grams





	
 TYGA no: BPCF-7131

	
		SKU: ktm-10024

	
	Categories: ALL products, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Bodywork and carbon, Carbon, KTM, RC 125/200, RC 390, Shop
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              Carbon rear fender Dax

              

              
	
  €124.76






    (€150.96 
inc. VAT )

    



	Rear Fender, (Carbon) Stock Shape, Honda Dax. Carbon direct replacement for original part. Lighter and looks way, way cooler!





	
 TYGA no: BPCF-7136

	
		SKU: MKY-002

	
	Categories: ALL products, By model, By product, Carbon, Dax and Chaly, Honda, Shop
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		Stay in touch!

		We hope that by looking through our range of moto parts you will find what you need to create your dream bike! But if you don't see what you need, please do not hesitate to contact us.



Want to get inspired? Follow us!
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	By Model
	Suzuki
		RG125
	Suzuki RGV250
			RGV250 VJ21
				Bodywork and Carbon
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	RGV250 VJ22
				Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	OEM suzuki parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	Used Parts



	RGV250 VJ23



	GSX-R600/750 K6-K7
	GSX-R600/750 K8-K10
	GSX-R1000 K5-K6
	GSX-R1000 K7-K8
	GSX-R1000 K9-K10
	GSX-R1300 Hayabusa
	GSX-R1400 Hayabusa



	Aprilia
		RS125
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	RS250
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New gearbox parts
	Various Parts
	Sprockets
	Used Parts



	RSV125



	Honda
		MSX125 GROM
			MSX125 2013 – 2015
				Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	MRX
	OEM Parts
	Sprockets
	Steps
	Various Parts



	MSX125SF 2016 -2020
				Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	MRX
	OEM Parts
	Sprockets
	Steps
	Various Parts



	MSX125 2021-
				Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Various Parts






	CBR1000 2008-11
	CBR1000 2012-
	CBR125R/CBR150R 2004-10
	CBR125R/CBR150R 2011-
	CBR250R MC19
	CBR250RR MC22
	CBR250R 2011 – 15
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	CBR300R 2014-
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	CBR500R
	CBR600RR 2003- 4
	CBR600RR 2005- 6
	CBR600RR 2007- 16
	NSR500V NX6
	RS250R NF5 / NX5
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts



	RS250R NXA
	VFR400RR NC30
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts



	RVF400RR NC35
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts






	Honda
		NSR125 JC22 1994 – 2003
	Monkey 125 2018-
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Various Parts



	NSR150SP
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	OEM Parts
	Various Parts



	NSR250
			NSR250 MC18
				Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts






	NSR250 MC21
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts



	NSR250 MC28
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	New OEM Honda Parts
	PVM Wheels
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	used parts



	CBR1000 2004-7
	VTR1000Sp1SP2
	CBR400RR NC23
	CBR400RR NC29
	CBR900RR 1992- 95
	VFR750R RC30
	VFR750F Gen, 3 90-93
	VFR750F Gen  4, 94-97
			CNC Parts
	Exhaust system replacement parts
	Exhaust systems
	Various Parts



	RC36-2 -> RC30 replica products
	RVF750 RC45
	PCX150
	Dax and Chaly
	NR750
	Hawk/Bros 400/650



	KTM
		RC 125/200
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Various Parts



	RC 390
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	High Performance
	Sprockets
	Various Parts
	WSS300 Bodywork



	RC390 2022-
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	Duke 125/200 2012- 16
	Duke 125/200 2017 –
	Duke 390 2012-16
	Duke 390 2017 –



	Ducati
		Monster
	848 / 1098 / 1198
	Desmosedici RR



	Yamaha
		RD350LC 4L0
	TZR250 3MA
	YZF-1000 R1 2002- 6
	YZF-1000 R1 2007- 8
	YZF-1000 R1 2009- 14
	YZF-600 R6 2006- 7
	YZF-600 R6 2008- 12
	YZF-R125 2009-
	YZF-R25/R3
	V-Max 1985 – 2007



	Kawasaki
		Ninja 400R 2018-
			Bodywork and carbon
	CNC Parts
	Exhausts
	Various Parts



	Ninja 250R 2008- 12
			Kawasaki OEM Parts



	Ninja 250R/300R 2013 –
			Kawasaki OEM Parts



	KSR110 2005- 10
	ZXR250C
	ZXR400L
	ZX10R 2011 -15
	ER6N-F 2009-11
	Z125 2016-



	Cagiva
		Mito 125
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